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Abstract:  
When charging or discharging a structural battery composite heat will be generated and the 
active electrode materials will expand or shrink, iducing internal stresses within the 
material. These stresses may cause mechanical and/or electrical failure. It is therefore crucial 
to be able to predict the stress state when evaluating the performance of the material. In this 
paper, a semi-analytical framework to predict the thermal and diffusion induced stresses in a 
structural battery under galvanostatic cycling is presented. The proposed model is a 
concentric cylinder (CC) model coupled with an axisymmetric diffusion model and a one-
dimensional heat generation model. The present study shows that the heat generated during 
electrochemical cycling must be accounted for when evaluating the internal stress state in 
structural battery composites. Furthermore, the results how that the charge/discharge current, 
lamina dimensions and residual stresses have significa t effect on the internal stress state and 
effective properties of the composite lamina. 
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A structural battery composite is a multifunctional composite material with ability to carry 
mechanical load while storing electrical energy (i.e. work as a battery). This emerging 
material is made from carbon fibre reinforced polymer where the carbon fibres work as both 
mechanical reinforcement and active material in the battery cell. Previous studies have shown 
that carbon fibre provides high specific mechanical and electrical properties, which makes it 
ideal for multifunctional application [1,2]. The structural battery is often referred to as 
“massless” energy storage due to its inherent ability to store energy without adding parasitic 
weight. Thereby the material has the potential to offer significant mass and volume savings 
on a system level [3,4] and significantly improve th performance of future electric vehicles 
and devices. Two ways to realise the structural battery have been proposed, the laminated and 
the three-dimensional (3D) battery architecture. The former was first proposed by Wetzel et 
al. [3,5] and later demonstrated by Ekstedt et al. [6] and Carlson [7] while the latter was 
developed by Asp and co-workers [7–9]. In the laminated battery each lamina has a separate 
function and works as electrode, separator, collectr, etc. while in the 3D battery each fibre is 
coated with a thin polymer coating and works as an individual micro battery cell. In this 
work, the 3D battery architecture is studied to demonstrate the capabilities of the developed 
semi-analytical framework. 
As for ordinary batteries, charging and discharging the structural battery will generate heat 
and cause the electrode materials to expand or shrink. This will generate internal stresses 
inside the material. High internal stresses may cause mechanical and/or electrical failure [10] 
and for this reason it is crucial to be able to predict the internal stress state generated during 
electrochemical cycling. Furthermore, it is critical to understand how charge/discharge 
current (often referred to as C-rate) and design parameters such as cell dimensions, properties 















conductivity of the individual phases in the structural battery (electrodes, 
electrolyte/separator and current collectors) are lower compared to ordinary lithium ion 
battery counterparts. The electrical conductivity of carbon fibres [2] is about three orders of 
magnitude lower than for copper, commonly used for cur ent collectors in ordinary lithium 
ion batteries. Furthermore, the ion conductivity of s lid polymer electrolytes used in 
structural batteries has been reported in the range 10-4-10-8 S/cm [11,12] while the 
conductivity of ordinary liquid electrolytes often are in the range 10-2-10-3 S/cm [13]. This 
means that the ohmic losses over a given area and distance will be significantly higher in the 
constituents of the structural battery compared with counterparts in ordinary lithium ion 
battery. Furthermore, the cell dimensions (related to the length of the current flow in the 
different phases) and charge/discharge current will have significant effect on the generated 
heat inside the material. The generated heat will affect the properties of the constituents and, 
in combination with volume change of constituents, internal stresses will build up inside the 
material during electrochemical cycling. 
In previous work on diffusion-induced stresses in structural batteries, stresses caused by 
volume change of electrode materials have been studied without considering the thermal 
effects associated with electrochemical cycling. Pupurs et al. [14] studied the diffusion-
induced stresses in carbon fibres due to lithium concentration gradients associated with 
electrochemical cycling. Xu et al. [15,16] have developed a numerical framework using a 
Multiphysics FE-model to study how the internal stre ses in 3D structural batteries are 
affected by volume change of constituents. Moreover, Dionisi et al. [17] developed an 
analytical model to predict deformations and stresses in laminated structural batteries due to 
volume change of the active materials. Several studies have though shown that the developed 
stresses in lithium ion batteries are highly dependent on generated heat and temperature 















lithium ion batteries concluded that thermal and diffus on-induced stresses should be 
considered simultaneously and that the thermal effects are highly dependent on the properties 
of the components. To date a model to predict the internal stresses in structural batteries due 
to a combination of heat generation and volume change of electrode materials is lacking. 
The objective of this paper is to study the internal stresses in a 3D structural battery 
composite caused by heat generation and volume change of constituents under galvanostatic 
cycling (constant current charge/discharge cycles). A emi-analytical framework has been 
developed to predict the internal stresses based on a c centric cylinder (CC) model [20,21]. 
In this work the model has been modified and extended to predict internal stresses due to 
changes in volume (linked to lithium concentration) a d temperature in constituents during 
electrochemical cycling. The CC-model is coupled with an axisymmetric diffusion model 
describing the lithium concentration distribution inside the fibre. Furthermore, the 
temperature variation inside the material during operation is derived using a one-dimensional 
heat generation model based on thermal energy balance. The developed model is used to 
study how the internal stresses in a 3D structural battery are affected by C-rate, lamina 
dimensions and residual stresses. To validate the semi-analytical framework a finite element 
(FE) model is setup in the commercial FE software COMSOL. The assumptions and 
limitations of our semi-analytical framework are emphasized in the following. 
(1) In the CC-model, perfect adhesion between cylinder phases are assumed and the 
concentric cylinder is free to expand. The material phases are assumed to be transversally 
isotropic or isotropic and the response is assumed to be linear elastic (small deformations). 
(2) The internal stresses are resolved at fibre levl (microlevel). Lithium ion concentration 
gradients in electrode particles (nanolevel) are neglected. (3) Galvanostatic operation is 
assumed and the analysis is one-way. Hence, the developed model only studies how heat 















cycling affect the mechanical stresses. The mechanial stresses are assumed not to affect the 
electrochemical capacity and flow of current within the cell. This assumption is motivated by 
observations made by Jacques et al. [22] who found the electrochemical capacity of T800 
carbon fibres to be unaffected by mechanical loading. (4) Generated heat inside the material 
due to electrochemical cycling is assumed to be dominated by the ohmic heat generation rate. 
Hence, reversible and reaction heat generation rates are neglected. (5) Mass transport 
limitations in the electrolyte are not accounted for (related to electrical performance). This 
should be accounted for when estimating the electrical performance during operation in 
future studies. (6) The diffusion coefficient of the fibre is assumed constant during 
electrochemical cycling. This assumption is made to simplify the analysis and to allow for 
superposition of load steps. This assumption has been used in other studies [14,15]. 
2. Materials and geometry 
In the 3D battery design concept, the carbon fibres a  coated with a thin solid polymer 
electrolyte which works as a combined electrolyte and separator layer [23]. The surrounding 
polymer matrix is doped with positive electrode particles (e.g. LiFePO4) to make it work as 
positive electrode in the battery cell. The matrix is also doped with an electrically conducting 
material, e.g. carbon black (cb), to enable electrical conduction within the matrix. The benefit 
of using this design concept is the significantly reduced distance between electrodes [9]. The 
3D battery cell and the link between the material constituents and battery cell components are 
illustrated in Fig. 1. The carbon fibres are assumed to be made of IMS65 unsized fibres and 
the polymer electrolyte coating is assumed to be made of the polymer system used by 
Leijonmark et al. [23]. The polymer matrix is assumed to be made of a bi-continuous 
polymer network developed by Ihrner et al. [11] reinforced with LiFePO4 and carbon black 
particles. In the current analysis a baseline configuration of the composite lamina is defined 















assumed to be  = 0.3, thickness of coating 	
 = 0.5 µm and a volume fraction of particles 
within the matrix of ∗ = 0.5. The assumed configuration represents values for an 
electrochemically balanced cell. 
2.1 Current flow inside battery 
The current flow inside the battery cell during discharge is illustrated in Fig. 2. The current is 
assumed to be driven by electron transport in the fibr s and ion transport in the polymer 
coating and the polymer matrix from the coating-matrix interface to the electrode particles. 
Furthermore, the current is assumed to be driven by electron transport from the positive 
electrode particles to the current collector on the positive side (aluminium foil) via carbon 
black particles distributed in the matrix. The current is finally driven by electron transport 
through the aluminium foil and external circuit back to the fibres completing the circuit. The 
assumed lengths of the individual paths for the current flow in the different phases are listed 
in Table 1. No lengths are defined for the external circuit and aluminium foil as the resistive 
losses in these phases are considered negligible compared with other contributions. It is 
assumed that the length of the current path in the carbon fibres is equal to half the length of 
the lamina (/2). This corresponds to the average distance for the curr nt to travel along 
the fibres inside the cell in the fibre direction. Furthermore, the length of the ion transport 
inside the matrix is assumed to be half the distance between the radius of the fibre plus 
coating (
 =  + 	
) and the equivalent cylinder radius for the concentric cylinder ( =
/) defined by the volume fraction of fibres (). The length for the electrons to travel 
via the carbon black particles inside the matrix is as umed to be half the thickness of the 
lamina. This corresponds to an average distance between each fibre and the aluminium foil. 
This assumption is based on the fact that the current n eds to flow from each fibre to the foil 
and this distance will vary between 0 and 	. It should be noted that the volume fraction of 















the electrons are assumed only to travel via carbon black particles in the particle reinforced 
matrix. For the baseline configuration the following lamina dimensions are assumed: 
 = 10 cm, 	 = 0.01 cm and  = 2 cm. These dimensions correspond to assumed 
sample sizes in previous work by the authors [24]. 
2.2 Lithium concentration, temperature and C-rate dependent properties 
The properties of the constituents will depend on the lithium concentration (̅), temperature 
() and C-rate (). It should be noted that the lithium concentrations in the active 
materials are normalized with respect to the corresponding saturated concentration 
̅ = /. These values are defined based on the electrochemi al capacities (referring to 
the amount of energy a material can store) of the fibr s and particles at  = 0.08. The 
change in concentration is defined going from discharged to fully charged state. The state of 
charge (SOC) refers to the amount of energy currently stored in the battery. For a fully 
charged battery SOC is equal to one while for a discharged battery SOC is equal to zero. Due 
to the potential mismatch in available capacities of the active electrode materials SOC = 1 
does not imply that the fibres are fully saturated with lithium at this state. During lithiation 
FePO4 is known to undergo phase transition [26]. In thisstudy, such phase transition is not 
explicitly modelled. Instead, reported material volume and stiffness for different lithium 
concentration are considered, assuming that these ar  governed by the diffusion process. 
The assumed properties of the constituents are presnted in Table 2. In Table 2 ! is Poisson’s 
ratio, " the density and #$ the specific heat. It should be noted that the C-rate (defined as 
) refers to the time for charging/discharging the battery. For example,  = 6 
corresponds to charging or discharging the battery in 1/6 hours or 10 minutes. For simplicity 
the C-rate for charge and discharge are assumed to be equal. The electrochemical capacity 
















&') = &('0.510 − 0.194 ln'))				for	 ∈ 20.08; 64, (1)
&' = &('0.824 − 0.070 ln'				for	 ∈ 20.08; 64, (2)
where &( = 0.36	Ah/g and &( = 0.16	Ah/g are the assumed reversible capacities at a C-rate 
of 0.08 for the fibres and particles, respectively. It should be noted that the approximations in 
Eqs. (1)-(2) are based on the reversible capacities (n glecting the first-cycle capacity losses). 
The moduli of the carbon fibre are approximated bases on experimental data [29,30] as 
9:,'̅ = 9:,( '1 − 0.10̅				for	̅ ∈ 20; 14, (3)
9<,'̅ = 9<,( '1 + 1.5̅				for	̅ ∈ 20; 14, (4)
where 9:,( = 2.9 ∙ 10> MPa and 9<,( = 0.10 ∙ 10> MPa are the assumed longitudinal and 
transverse elastic properties of the carbon fibre in virgin state (̅ = 0). It should be noted that 
the moduli depend on the lithium concentration and that the approximations are limited to the 
range ̅ ∈ 20; 14. The variation in the longitudinal modulus of the carbon fibres (9:,) is 
based on measurements done by Jacques et al. [29]. To the authors’ knowledge no data is 
available on the change in transverse modulus of carbon fibres due to lithiation. In this 
analysis we assume the graphite planes within the carbon fibre are arranged along the fibre 
direction. Hence, the change in transverse modulus is a sumed to be equivalent to the change 
in the out-of-basal-plane stiffness of graphite repo ted by Qi et al. [30]. Furthermore, the 
relative variation of the transverse modulus is assumed equivalent to the variation of the 
longitudinal modulus. The temperature dependent Young’s moduli of the polymer coating and 
matrix are approximated based on experimental data [11,31] and are defined as 
9
' = ?9
(@1 − 0.0533' − 25A				for	 ∈ 225; 40420				for	 ∈ 240; 1004 , (5)
















( = 100 MPa and 9( = 550 MPa are the Young’s modulus at room temperature of 
the coating and matrix, respectively. 
The coefficients of thermal expansion (B: and B<) for the fibres are based on experimental 
data [32] and for the polymer coating and matrix are expected to be in the same range as for 
ordinary vinyl ester polymers. For the LiFePO4 particles the thermal expansion is assumed to 
be equivalent to that of iron. The expansion coefficients due to change in lithium 
concentration for the carbon fibres (C) and the particles (C) are based on experimental data 
[27,33]. It should be noted that the expansion coeffici nts due to change in lithium 
concentration is defined according to the standard convention for hygroscopic expansion. 
This convention is used due to the resemblances in the physical phenomena and as no 
hygroscopic expansion will be present in this type of material (the battery cell needs to be 
protected against moisture). The stiffness of the LiFePO4 particles are assumed unaffected by 
change in lithium concentration. This assumption is motivated by the fact that the average 
Young’s modulus of LiFePO4 has been found unaffected by lithium concentration [34]. The 
ion conductivities of the coating and matrix are approximated based on experimental data 
[11,35] and reads 
D
') = D
(@1 + 1.33' − 25)A				for	 ∈ 225; 1004, (7)
D' = D( @1 + 0.033' − 25A				for	 ∈ 225; 1004, (8)
where D
( = 5 ∙ 10EF S/cm and D( = 2 ∙ 10EG S/cm are the assumed ion conductivity at room 
temperature of the coating and matrix, respectively. It should be noted that the 
approximations in Eqs. (5)-(8) are only valid in the temperature range 25-100	℃. The 
diffusion coefficient of the fibre J in Table 2 is assumed constant, equal to the longitudinal 
diffusion coefficient for sized IMS65 fibres at SOC = 0.5 reported by Kjell et al. [36]. To 















slow and fast diffusion are studied. The diffusion coefficients for these cases are assumed to 
be J = 1.4 ∙ 10EKG m2/s and J = 3.6 ∙ 10EKL m2/s, respectively. This corresponds to the 
diffusion coefficients measured at SOC = 0.05 and SOC = 1 for sized IMS65 fibres, 
respectively [36]. 
3. Semi-analytical framework 
The developed semi-analytical framework is an extension of the concentric cylinder model 
developed by Marklund et al. [20]. The three phases (fibre, coating and particle reinforced 
matrix) are split in M cylinder sections as illustrated in Fig. 3. In theschematic illustration in 
Fig. 3 the fibre, coating and particle reinforced matrix phases are divided into M, M
 and M 
cylinder sections, respectively. An increased number of cylinders in the fibre region is needed 
to resolve the lithium concentration distribution in the fibre. The number of cylinders in each 
phase can be altered to improve the resolution of the s ress distribution as the stresses are 
only derived at the interfaces. The radial displacement at the k-th cylinder boundary is 
defined as 
NOP = QKP + QLPEK, (9)
where QKP and QLP are unknown constants determined by solving for displacement 
and stress continuity. The longitudinal, radial and hoop stress at the k-th cylinder 
boundary reads 
RKP = SKKP TK( + 2QKPSKLP − UKP, (10)
ROP = QKP@SLLP + SLVP A + QLP@SLVP − SLLP AEL + SKLP TK( − UOP, (11)















where SXYP '̅, ) is the ij component of the stiffness matrix which depends on the lithium 
concentration and temperature (c.f. Eqs. (3)-(6)). The longitudinal strain is defined as TK( 
(1-dir in Fig. 3) and the expansion terms are defined as 
UKP = SKKP @CKPΔ̅P + BKPΔPA + SKLP 'COPΔ̅P + BOPΔP) + SKVP @CWPΔ̅P + BWPΔPA, (13)
UOP = SKLP @CKPΔ̅P + BKPΔPA + SLLP 'COPΔ̅P + BOPΔP) + SLVP @CWPΔ̅P + BWPΔPA, (14)
UWP = SKVP @CKPΔ̅P + BKPΔPA + SVLP 'COPΔ̅P + BOPΔP) + SVVP @CWPΔ̅P + BWPΔPA, (15)
where Δ̅P and ΔP are the normalized change in lithium concentration and change in 
temperature, respectively, and are derived as describ d in sections 3.1 and 3.2. Due to the 
assumption of invariable diffusion coefficient of the fibre, the change in lithium concentration 
is simply obtained as the change in concentration with respect to the original state. The 
change in temperature on the other hand is derived as the sum of the heat generated in the 
preceding time steps. This is done in order to account for the change in internal resistance 
(related to the temperature dependency of the conductivities for the different phases) with 
change in temperature. The assumed expansion coefficients for the different phases are given 
in Table 2. The effective expansion coefficients for the particle reinforced matrix are 
estimated as [37]  














where ∗ is the volume fraction of particles in the matrix and i and i are the bulk moduli 
of the particles and matrix, respectively. The effective bulk modulus of the particle reinforced 















displacement and stresses are derived by solving for continuity as described in the following. 
At the symmetry axis the displacement is set to zer
NOK' = 0) = 0. (18)
Displacement and stress continuity conditions on all cylinder interfaces are defined as 
NOP'P) = NOPjK'P)  and 	ROP'P = ROPjK'P. (19)
Furthermore, the radial stress on the outer boundary is set to zero 
ROk'k = 0. (20)
Generalized plain strain is assumed. Hence, the strain in the longitudinal direction must result 
in zero average stress (RKlm) in the same direction 
RKlm = LOno ∑ q RKr
OsOst_
kPuK = LOno ∑ b@SKKP TK( + 2QKPSKLP − UKPA
@OsoEOst_o A
L gkPuK = 0. (21)
The unknown constants QKP and QLP and the longitudinal stain TK( are determined by solving 
the system of equations Eqs. (18)-(20) for different values of TK( while checking if Eq. (21) is 
fulfilled (compare with original model by Marklund et al. [20]). The internal stresses at time t 
are derived as the total stresses (c.f. Eqs. (10)-(12)) with respect to the change in lithium 
concentration Δ̅P and temperature	ΔP at the given time. 
3.1 Change in lithium concentration 
The change in lithium concentration in the active electrode materials (fibres and particles) are 
governed by Fick’s second law of diffusion. In this analysis the concentration gradient in the 
electrode particles is assumed to be zero. Hence, the lithium concentration within the 
particles is assumed constant at each time step. Fick’s law in cylindrical coordinates 
describing the concentration distribution in the fibres (under the assumption that the diffusion 
















vx = J KO vvO y vwevO z. (22)
The initial lithium concentration at discharged state is assumed to be zero in the fibres and 
fully saturated in the particles. Furthermore, galvanostatic conditions are assumed which 
means that the flux of lithium at the surface of the electrodes is constant and equal to current 
density i (A/m2) divided by Faraday’s constant F. The lithium flux at the symmetry axis 
( = 0) is set to zero. These conditions provide the boundary conditions to the diffusion 
problem and reads 
 = 0 and  =  ,    for { = 0, (23)
J vwvO = X|d}}~ = |d}}LOe}]~,    for  =  and { ∈ 20; {4, (24)
J vwvO = 0,    for  = 0, (25)
where { is the time for charge/discharge. The current in each cell/fibre is defined as the 
applied current to the lamina divided by the number of fibres 
 = /. This current is 
applied for a time { = 1/ (hours) and is determined based on the total capacity of the 
lamina and the applied C-rate as 
 = min@&;  &A . (26)
In Eq. (26)  and  are the total mass of the fibres and particles in the lamina, 
respectively. An analytical solution to the boundary value problem above is expressed as [39]  






G − 2 ∑ 'O/Oe)o ') exp ^Eex
o
Oeo auK a, (27)
where (') is the zero-order Bessel’s function of the first kind and  is the n-th root of 
K'). The radius of the fibre is defined as  and { is the time. The lithium concentration 















lithium concentration is normalized with respect to he saturated concentration ( = 0.026 
mol/m3) based on the electrochemical capacities of the fibr s at a C-rate of 0.08 (&(). The 
change in lithium concentration in the fibre at thek-th cylinder surface at time t is finally 
defined as 
Δ̅P = q ̅P'P, {)x( r{ = ̅P'P, {) − ̅P'P, 0). (28)
3.2 Change in temperature 
The change in temperature due to heat generation duri g electrochemical cycling is derived 
as follows. The thermal energy balance can be expressed as 
#$ vvx = Sm + , (29)
where  is the mass, #$ is the specific heat, Sm is the generated heat and  is the heat 
exchange with the surroundings. In the structural battery lamina each concentric cylinder 
(illustrated in Fig. 3) corresponds to one battery cell. These cells are connected in parallel 
which means the process for critical cells/fibres located in the middle of the lamina can be 
considered adiabatic (i.e. no transfer of heat betwe n the thermodynamic system and its 
surroundings =0). This can be motivated by the fact that each cell will generate the same 
heat and given the low thermal conductivity of the surrounding polymer matrix only minor 
heat dissipation will occur for critical cells. Moreover, the individual laminae will be stacked 
in a laminate and need to be protected against moisture and oxygen. This means that heat 
transfer between the battery cells and the surrounding will be further limited in the final 
application. The heat generation term Sm in Eq. (29) is defined as 
Sm = S + Sl + S, (30)
where S is the ohmic heat generation rate, Sl is the reversible heat generation rate and 















S are neglected since they are assumed to be small in comparison with S due to the 
relatively high electrical resistance of the constituents compared to counterparts in ordinary 
lithium ion batteries. Under the assumption that Ohm’s law is applicable, the ohmic heat 
generation rate in Eq. (30) can be defined with respect to the current I and resistance R as 
S = L. (31)
The ohmic heat generation rate is related to the heat g nerated due to motion of charged 
species in the different phases. In the polymer coating nd matrix heat is mainly generated 
due to motion of lithium ions while in the fibre and carbon black particles in the matrix heat 
is generated due to motion of electrons. The resistance of the paths in the carbon fibre (), 
the polymer coating (
), the polymer matrix () and the carbon black particles (
) are 
defined as 
 = }]LOeoe ,						
 =
'O|/Oe
L}]| ,						 = 
''O|j(.>'O]EO|/O|
L}]] ,						
 =  }]LO¡}]|¢. (32)
In Eq. (32) D and D
 are the electrical conductivity of the fibre and carbon black particles 
respectively, while D
 and D are the ion conductivity of the coating and matrix, espectively, 
given in Table 2. The area for electron transport in the matrix via carbon black particles is 
assumed to be £ and the electric conductivity of the particle reinforced matrix is 
assumed to be equal to the conductivity of the carbon black particles. 





The generated heat in one cell at time t is derived as the sum of the heat generated in the 
















 = ∑ ^q ¤|d}},¦|d}}o£|d}}¥§¨
x¦x¦t_ r{ad\XuK = ∑ ^¤|d}},¦|d}}
o
£|d}}¥§¨ '{X − {XEK)a
d\XuK , (34)
where 
 is the mass of the cell. The total resistance for the cell (
,X) at the i-th time 
step corresponds to the sum of the resistances for the individual phases Eq. (32). Due to the 
temperature dependency of the conductivity for the diff rent phases the total resistance will 
vary with temperature. Changes in resistances due to volume changes during electrochemical 
cycling are neglected as these variations are assumed to be small compared with changes 
related to conductivities. The weighted average of the specific heat in Eq. (34) reads 
#$lm = K£© ∑ Y#$,Y>YuK , (35)
where j corresponds to the j-th phase (fibre, coating, matrix and LiFePO4 and carbon black 
particles). The total mass is defined as  and the mass and specific heat of the j-th phase 
are defined as Y and #$,Y, respectively.  
4. Computational model 
The FE-model used to validate the semi-analytical framework is a 2D axisymmetric model 
set up in COMSOL 5.3a. The displacements along the symmetry-axis ( = 0) are set to zero 
and the external surface ( = ) is free to expand. Generalized plain strain is assumed as for 
the semi-analytical framework. Hence, the dimension in z-direction (corresponds to 1-dir in 
Fig. 3) can be set to any value (in this model 5 µm was used) as the stresses along the z-
direction are constant. The model uses 2D axisymmetric elements and orthotropic material 
properties that depend on lithium concentration and temperature in accordance with 
assumptions outlined in section 2. The lithium concentration in the fibre, is approximated 
using the 1D axisymmetric diffusion model presented in section 3, which provides input on 















temperature inside the domain is derived using Eq. (34) and is given as input value to the FE-
model. 
5. Results and discussion 
5.1 Influence of C-rate on internal stresses 
The internal stresses in the fully charged 3D structural battery are calculated for different C-
rates. Model predictions for C-rates 0.08 and 6 are presented in Fig. 4. For  = 6 the 
internal stresses are significantly lower compared to those generated at  = 0.08. This is 
primarily a consequence of the lower diffusion induced volume change of the active electrode 
materials with the reduced electrochemical capacity (for increased C-rate). For example, the 
largest hoop stress in the matrix is found for  = 0.08. This stress is in tension which 
means that it may cause crack initiation in the matrix. It should be noted that due to the low 
electrochemical capacity of the fibres compared to the particles at high C-rates the lithium 
concentration in the fibres is only about 15% at SOC = 1 for a C-rate of 6. 
The heat generated during charging at  = 1 (Δ = 9.6℃) is about five to two times 
higher than at a C-rate of 0.08 or 6 (Δ = 2.2℃ and Δ = 5.5℃, respectively). This may 
seem contradictory to the assumption that increased current will lead to increased heat 
generation (c.f. Eq. (34)). However, the total current needed to fully charge the battery 
depends on the electrochemical capacity of the cell. This capacity is reduced with increased 
C-rate (c.f. Eqs. (1) and (2)). It should be noted that the results from the semi-analytical 
framework (SAF) and FE-model (FEM) are both presented in Fig. 4. The predictions from 
the semi-analytical framework and the FE-model show excellent agreement. In the 
continuation, only the results from the semi-analytical framework are presented (FE-model 















In Fig. 5 the longitudinal stress is plotted for different diffusion rates (i.e. different diffusion 
coefficients of the fibre) after being charged at a C-rate of 0.08 and 1. For both cases the 
internal stresses in the polymer phases are accurately predicted assuming a constant diffusion 
coefficient of the fibre. Moreover, for low C-rate (~	0.08) the difference in stress state in 
the fibre between slow and fast diffusion is small (Fig. 5a). This shows that for low C-rate the 
stress state in the fibre developed during galvanost tic cycling can be approximated assuming 
a constant diffusion coefficient. In the case of slw diffusion and high C-rate (Fig. 5b), there 
is a strong variation of the longitudinal stresses over the fibre radius. With increased diffusion 
rate this variation is not present due to the increased diffusivity of the fibre. These findings 
are in agreement with previous findings by Xu et al. [15]. Hence, the internal stress state in 
the fibre is highly affected by the diffusion rate t high C-rates, while at low C-rates the 
stresses in the fibre are not. Neither are the stresses in the coating and matrix phases affected 
by the diffusion rate at low C-rates. In the current assessment of the thermal effects on the 
internal stress state, the error due to the assumption of invariable diffusion coefficient of the 
fibre is considered negligible. Based on these results it is evident that one has to access stress 
states for different C-rates and different diffusion rates when evaluating the mechanical 
performance of the structural battery. 
The longitudinal stress is plotted in Fig. 6 for the two cases:  = 1 and  = 4, when 
charging at  = 1. For the case of one time step the heat generated during charge is 
Δ = 10℃ while for  ≥ 4 Δ~9.6℃. This illustrates that the number of time steps used 
for deriving the change in temperature (c.f. Eq. (34)) only have minor effect on the resulting 
stress distribution for the studied cases. In the continuation  = 4 is used. 
It should also be noted that the validity of the assumption that no heat exchange occurs 
between the unit cell and its surrounding (adiabatic process) is stronger for higher C-rates. 















e.g. 0.08, the time for discharge is 12.5 hours. As the heat is generated during such a long 
time span one can assume that even with low thermal conductivity of the surrounding 
polymer matrix some of the generated heat will dissipate during the charge/discharge cycle. 
Nevertheless, for high C-rates the assumption of adiab tic conditions is assumed valid. 
Moreover, the validity of the assumption that the omic heat generation rate is the 
dominating heat source is also stronger for higher C-rates. The error due to these assumptions 
for low C-rates is considered negligible as only small temperature changes are recorded for 
these cases. 
5.2 Influence of lamina dimensions on internal stresses 
To evaluate how the lamina dimensions affect the int rnal stresses three composite laminae 
with different dimensions are studied (Fig. 7). The t ree cases represent three potential 
lamina sizes applicable for this material. The hoop stresses for the three cases after being 
charged at  = 1 are presented in Fig. 7. The heat generated during charging inside the 
material for the medium and small lamina (case 1 and 3) are 9.8 ◦C and 3.4 ◦C, respectively. 
For the large lamina (case 2) the generated heat is 35 ◦C. For the smallest lamina (case 3), 
most of the heat is generated due to ohmic losses from electron transport via the carbon black 
particles in the matrix. When increasing the length of the lamina the internal resistance of the 
electron transport in the fibres becomes the dominating factor for heat generation. In case 2 
(largest lamina) the hoop stresses decrease due to th reduced stiffness of the coating and 
matrix with increased temperature. Hence, the restriction of the expansion of the carbon fibre 
is reduced resulting in lower internal stresses. For the given cases the highest stresses are 
found for the smallest size lamina (case 3). Hence, the dimensions of the lamina will play an 















It should be noted that increased temperature can also lead to electrical failure (e.g. thermal 
runaway). This means that the temperature evolution is important to account for when 
evaluating the electrical performance of the materil. 
5.3 Influence of residual stresses on internal stresses 
In Fig. 8a and b the thermal induced residual streses from manufacturing and the diffusion 
induced residual stresses from irreversible volume change of the active electrode materials 
are presented. The composite is assumed to be cured at 90◦C and subsequently cooled down 
to room temperature (25◦C). Chemical shrinkage due to curing of the matrix is neglected. The 
residual stresses from irreversible volume changes ar  caused by trapped lithium in the 
electrode materials and solid electrolyte interphase (SEI) formation. This occurs during the 
first charge/discharge cycles. These cycles are assumed to be performed subsequent to curing 
at very low C-rates in controlled environment (as done for ordinary lithium ion batteries). For 
this reason, the diffusion and SEI formation-induced stresses due to these volume changes are 
considered as additional residual stresses within the material. In this analysis, these volume 
changes are assumed to be 0.59C, approximated based on experimental data [27]. It should 
be noted that the irreversible expansion/shrinkage of the electrode materials is considered as a 
one-time event. This assumption is made to simplify the analysis and is motivated by the fact 
that only small volume changes have been reported du  to the continuous change of the SEI 
layer with repeated electrochemical cycling after the first charge/discharge cycles. For refined 
damage models, the accumulation of SEI formation-induced stresses should be accounted for 
in future studies [40]. In Fig. 8c and d the combined/superimposed load case of residual 
stresses from manufacture and irreversible volume changes and stresses developed during 
electrochemical cycling after being charged and discharged at  = 1 are presented. The 
residual stresses from manufacture (Fig. 8a) and irreve sible volume changes (Fig. 8b) are 















enhanced during charging. When discharged the stresses are relieved as the diffusion induced 
volume changes create stresses of opposite signs (compared with previous states) while 
additional heat is generated. The results clearly indicate that it is important to consider the 
residual stresses to accurately resolve the internal stresses. 
5.4 Elastic properties 
In earlier work by the authors [21] the state of charge was shown to have a significant effect 
on the elastic properties of this type of material. In that study, only extremes in SOC were 
considered and thermal effects were neglected. Hereth  ffects on electrochemical cycling on 
the internal stresses in a structural battery composite are addressed. The results show that in 
large lamina, charged at high currents, the generated heat will be significant. The increased 
temperature will influence the elastic properties of the constituents. For example, assuming 
that the larger lamina (case 2 in section 5.2) has t e properties of the baseline configuration of 
the composite lamina studied in [21] is charged at a C-rate of 1 (Δ ≈ 35℃). For this case 
the change in the transverse stiffness of the lamin between fully charged and discharged 
state is estimated to be approximately -50%, instead of +4% as predicted in [21], if the 
generated heat is retained within the material as ch rged. This stiffness change is related to 
the reduced moduli of the coating and matrix with increased temperature. This further 
illustrates the importance of accounting for the thrmal effects when evaluating the 
mechanical performance of structural battery composites. 
6. Conclusions 
Electrochemical cycling of the structural battery will generate heat and cause the active 
electrode materials to expand or shrink. This will induce internal stresses within the material 
which may cause mechanical and/or electrical failure. In previous studies on structural 
batteries only the diffusion induced stresses due to change in lithium concentration in the 















electrochemical cycling. To investigate the importance of thermal effects on the internal 
stress state a semi-analytical framework has been dveloped. By simplifying the general 
multiphysics problem (involving multiple coupled physical phenomena), the developed 
model provides a practical tool for analysis of the int rnal stress state of the structural battery 
during electrochemical cycling. Moreover, the model provides a powerful tool for parametric 
studies and validation of future extended multiphysics models.  
In this study the proposed model is used to estimate the internal stresses in a 3D structural 
battery composite due to a combination of heat generation and volume change of electrode 
materials occurring during electrochemical cycling. Furthermore, the model is used to 
evaluate how the internal stress state is affected by charging/discharging current, lamina 
dimensions and residual stresses. The results show that the heat generation during 
electrochemical cycling must be accounted for when evaluating the internal stress state in this 
material. For a C-rate of 1 and large lamina dimensions a temperature increase of 
approximately 35 ◦C is reported at full charge. This temperature increase has a significant 
effect on the internal stresses as it results in thermal induced stresses and alters the properties 
of the constituents. Due to the reduced electrochemical capacity of the active electrode 
material with increased C-rate and reduced modulus of the coating with increased 
temperature, it is found that the highest stresses occur for low C-rates in small laminae. 
Furthermore, it is found that the residual stresses have significant effect on the internal stress 
state. It is also found that the stress state in the polymer phases can be accurately predicted 
assuming a constant diffusion coefficient of the fibre. Moreover, the stress state in the fibre 
can be approximated for low C-rate using the proposed framework, while for accurate 
predictions at higher C-rate the non-linear variation of the diffusion coefficient should be 
accounted for in future studies. Moreover, to evaluate the severity of the stresses developed 
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Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of the 3D structural battery composite 
 
Fig. 2. Illustration of the path of the current inside th cell during discharge. For charging the 
















Fig. 3. In the semi-analytical framework, the three phases (fibre, coating and particle 
reinforced matrix) are split in additional cylinder sections to resolve the displacement and 
stress distribution. 
 
Fig. 4. Internal stresses after being fully charged at a C-r te of 0.08 (a) and a C-rate of 6 (b). 
















Fig. 5. Longitudinal stress distribution after being charged for different diffusion rates 
(J­ = 1.4 ∙ 10EKG m2/s slow diffusion, J­ = 6.8 ∙ 10EKV m2/s medium diffusion and J­ =
3.6 ∙ 10EKL m2/s fast diffusion). (a) Charged at O®x¯ = 0.08. (b) Charged at O®x¯ = 1.  
 
Fig. 6 The longitudinal stress distribution during charge at a C-rate of 1 when using different 
number of time steps to determine the generated heat during electrochemical cycling (c.f. Eq. 
















Fig. 7. Hoop stresses for different dimensions of the comp site lamina after being charged at 
a C-rate of 1. The dimensions are defined as °®£ × 	°®£ × °®£. Case 1 (medium): 
10x0.01x2 cm. Case 2 (large): 20x0.01x4 cm. Case 3 ( mall): 5x0.01x1 cm. 
 
Fig. 8. (a) Residual stresses from manufacture. (b) Residual stresses from irreversible volume 
changes at SOC=0. (c, d) Internal stresses, including residual stresses from (a, b), at SOC=1 
















Table 1. Assumed lengths of the individual paths for the current flow in the different phases. 
Material phase Length of current path Specie 
Carbon fibre /2  Electron 
Polymer coating 	
  Ion 
Polymer matrix ' − )/2  Ion 
Carbon black particles in matrix 	/2  Electron 
 














& (Ah/g) &')  - - &')  - [27,28] 
9: (MPa) 9:,'̅)  9
')  9')  1.25·105 - [11,23,29,31,33] 
9< (MPa) 9<,'̅)  9
')  9')  1.25·105 - [11,23,29–31,33] 
B: (1/K) -0.54·10-6 2·10-5  2·10-5  1·10-5 0 [32] 
B< (1/K) 1·10-5 2·10-5  2·10-5  1·10-5 0 [32] 
C: (1/̅) 0.63·10-2 0 0 1.64·10-2 0 [27,33] 
C< (1/̅) 3.2·10-2 0 0 1.64·10-2 0 [27,33] 
D (S/cm) 6.9·102  D
')  D')  - 7 [2,11,23,35] 
!:</!<< (-) 0.2/0.2 0.38/0.38 0.38/0.38 0.28/0.28 -  
" (g/cm3) 1.85 1.0 1.0 3.6 1.8  
#$ (J/gK) 0.71 1.67 1.67 0.45 0.71  


















  Volume fraction of constituent ∗  Volume fraction of LiFePO4 particles in matrix 	  Thickness   Length of lamina   Width of lamina   Radius   Lithium concentration ̅  Normalized lithium concentration   Temperature   C-rate 9  Elastic modulus !  Poisson’s ratio B  Coefficient of thermal expansion C  Expansion coefficient due to change in lithium con entration D  Ion/electrical conductivity J  Diffusion coefficient of the fibre &  Electrochemical capacity M  Number of concentric cylinders NO  Radial displacement QK, QL Constants determined by solving for displacement and stress continuity S²  Stiffness matrix TK(  Strain in fibre direction U  Expansion term i  Bulk modulus R  Stress ³  Current density   Current ´  Faraday’s constant (96487 C/eq)   n-th order Bessel’s function of the first kind   n-th root of the Bessel’s function   Mass S  Heat generation   Heat exchange with surrounding   Resistance "  Density #$  Specific heat   Number of fibres in the lamina  Number of time steps { Time { Time for charge/discharge 
 
